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What's New

We are getting closer to Zabbix 5.0 release. Find out what's new in Zabbix

5.0.0alpha2 and feel free to try it out. Zabbix versions 3.0.30rc1,

4.0.18rc1, and 4.4.6rc1 are also available. Explore all the new features

and improvements in the release notes.

Once again Zabbix is ranked the #1 Infrastructure Monitoring and Server

Monitoring tool of the month on IT Central Station, and it's all thanks to

you, your feedback and reviews! 

Zabbix appliance is now also available on Google Cloud Platform along

with previously released Zabbix appliances on Microsoft Azure, Digital

Ocean, and Amazon Web Services. Try how simple it is to spin your Zabbix

in the cloud within just a few minutes. 

Zabbix Download Agents section on our website has been redesigned, and

now it's much easier to find an agent for the operating system you use.

Zabbix Meetup Riga will take place this Thursday in Zabbix Headquarters.

The event will be mostly dedicated to the Zabbix 5.0 release and its

advantages. Please register if you are in. 

We receive the talk proposals for Zabbix Conference Germany 2020 and

Zabbix Conference Russia 2020 till the end of this week. Don't forget to

submit your topic! 

Zabbix Blog: Learn Zabbix & Meet Community

A Journey Of Discovery. Interview with Zabbix Conference Benelux 2020 speaker

Frank Klaassen.

Being an open-source minded in a closed source world. Interview with Zabbix

Conference Benelux 2020 speaker Patrik Uytterhoeven.

Zabbix XPath Preprocessing

Meet Zabbix

SCaLE 18x (March 5-8)

Southern California Linux Expo (SCALE) is one of the largest community-

run open-source and free software event. We welcome you at the Zabbix

booth, where our team we’ll be talking about Zabbix architecture, API,

data collection and trend prediction.

Zabbix Meetup Pasadena (March 5) 

Zabbix Meetup Pasadena will be mostly dedicated to the Zabbix 5.0

release and its features. Our goal is to share knowledge, experience and

have fun together.

Come and meet the local Zabbix users, enthusiasts and team members.

Zabbix Conference Benelux (March 6-7)

A final call for the conference attendees! Registration deadline - Feb

28. Let’s meet and discuss Zabbix-related topics, share the experience

and ideas, as well as have a good time all together.

Explore all Zabbix events

Upcoming Training Courses

Czech Republic, Mar 2-6

Russia, Mar 2-6

Brazil, Mar 2-6

ONLINE (EN), Mar 2

Germany, Mar 2-6

The Netherlands, Mar 9-13

Brazil, Mar 9-13

Latvia, Mar 9-13

ONLINE (ES), Mar 11

ONLINE (EN), Mar 11

ONLINE (DE), Mar 13

ONLINE (EN), Mar 13

Get more details

Upcoming Webinars

Mar 3: Collect any information with

Zabbix: making most of data

preprocessing (EN/RU)

Mar 5: Zabbix + Prometheus: Zabbix

data collection from Prometheus

exporters (EN/RU)

Mar 5: Zabbix 4.4: Como monitorar

utilizando snmp no Zabbix (PT)

Mar 10: Monitoring of Docker with Zabbix

through Kubernetes (EN/RU)

Mar 12 : Install Zabbix in 5 minutes

(EN/RU)

Mar 12: Zabbix 4.4: Cenários de

disaster/recovery (PT)

Mar 12: Captura cualquier información

con Zabbix empleando HTTP, ODBC,

SSH, logs (ES)

Register
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